ADJUNCT PROFESSOR SERIES – OVERVIEW

Appointments, Merits & Promotions

Definition
- The Adjunct series is used for academically qualified research or other creative personnel who contribute significantly to teaching either in formal courses or in guidance of graduate students
- All positions within the series are untenured
- For further information see APM 280

General Information
- Appointments, merits, and promotions are effective July 1st
- All appointments/reappointments may be from 1 – 3 years, depending on rank (two years for Assistant and Associate rank, three years for Full Adjunct rank) as long as funding is secure for the same time period. End dates must coincide with pay period end dates (October 31st, February 28th/29th, or June 30th).
- There are no limits on the number of reappointments for individuals in this series

Submitting the Action (all, except renewals)
- Please refer to equivalent section in the Regular Professor Series for instructions on each action